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Winback Mailer Scores 18%
Redemption Rate for Bite Squad
ABOUT BITE SQUAD:
Bite Squad is an online-based restaurant
the U.S.

CHALLENGE:
customers.

SOLUTION:
Bite Squad integrated Inkit with its CRM to
send a targeted postcard to customers who
hadn’t placed orders in the past two months
or more.

WHY INKIT:
Speed, Ideas & Dashboards: Direct mail can
can take months. The Inkit team brought
fresh ideas to show Bite Squad what was
Inkit got the postcards into mailboxes within
a week of Bite Squad uploading its list and
RESULTS:
Inkit partners with a number of
received the mailer. It was a huge success,

businesses like Bite Squad to put the power
mail campaigns.

THE CHALLENGE: WHY BITE SQUAD CHOSE INKIT
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a key measure of success.
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Inkit integrates with Drip, HubSpot,
Iterable and Sailthru. Inkit is constantly
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marketers to trigger direct mail right from
their CRMs. This allows marketers to
create and send direct mail as easily as
email.

With Inkit, Black’s team uploaded its design into the plug-and-play dashboard and triggered
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A TARGETED CUSTOMER RETENTION CAMPAIGN USING DIRECT MAIL
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CRM to pull a database of customers who hadn’t ordered within two months. They took a random
sample of the selected customers and mailed.
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We Buy You Dinner?
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18% REDEMPTION RATE: WHY TARGETED DIRECT
MAIL WORKS
It turned out that thousands of customers wanted to
let Bite Squad treat them to dinner (who
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“Inkit modernized direct mail
to make it much easier to
integrate with our systems.”
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the workday while dinner is being planned. Many people who order food for delivery have habits
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direct mail campaigns with Inkit.
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